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1 of 1 review helpful Maybe not the zombie book you re looking for By Richard Love If you like stories about 
zombies you ll be about 60 satisfied with this book It s a collection of short stories more around the themes of change 
transformation and death There are a few good zombie stories mixed in but some of the weirder non zombie stuff is a 
bit of a let down There are some new takes on zombies themse The Stoker award winning editor of the acclaimed 
eclectic anthology The New Dead returns with 21st Century Dead and an all new lineup of authors from all corners of 
the fiction world shining a dark light on our fascination with tales of death and resurrection with ZOMBIES The stellar 
stories in this volume includes a tale set in the world of Daniel H Wilson s Robopocalypse the first published fiction 
by Sons of Anarchy creat ldquo This powerful anthology shines a bright and unflinching light on the fears of death 
decay and loss that underpin America s longstanding obsession with the undead rdquo Publishers Weekly starred 
review on The New Dead 
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